UTILITY PERMITTING TERRITORY & CONTACT LIST

ENGINEERING/SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE (BY STATE):
Mark E. Austin – Director – Engineering Services
Email: Mark_E_Austin@CSX.com

Tom Pauly – CANADA, CT, DE, MA, NC, NJ, NY, OH, PA & VA, WV
Email: Thomas_Pauly@CSX.com

Anthony Gilmore – DC, FL, GA, MD, SC
Email: Anthony_Gilmore@CSX.com

Chase Browning - AL, IL, IN, KY, LA, MI, MS, TN
Email: Chase_Browning@CSX.com

CONTRACT, INSURANCE & FEE COMPLIANCE (BY STATE):
Dona Jadwin – Manager
Email: Dona_Jadwin@CSX.com

Jessica Braig – IL, IN, PA, WV & Towers
Email: Jessica_Braig@CSX.com

Ana McDowell – CANADA, CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, MI, NJ, NY, OH
Email: Ana_McDowell@CSX.com

Eric Horton – AL, FL, KY, LA, MS, TN
Email: Eric_Horton@CSX.com

Flavio Rosa – GA, NC, SC, VA
Email: Flavio_Rosa@CSX.com

LONGITUDINAL OCCUPANCIES:
Catherine Adkins – FL, MI, NC, OH, SC, VA
Phone: 904.279.4537   Email: Catherine_Adkins@CSX.com

Matt Coffing - AL, GA, IN, IL, KY, LA, MS, TN,
Phone: 904.279.4837   Email: Matthew_Coffing@CSX.com

Travers Mauldin – CANADA, CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, NJ, NY, PA, WV
Phone: 904.279.3890   Email: Travers_Mauldin@CSX.com

UTILITY RELOCATIONS FOR CSXT OWNED PROJECTS:
Alex Saar – Longitudinal Occupancies: SYSTEM WIDE
Email: Alex_Saar@CSX.com

RIGHTS OF ENTRY – ENVIRONMENTAL & NON-ENVIRONMENTAL:
Non-Environmental – SYSTEM WIDE
Email: Corridor_Development@CSX.com

Environmental: – SYSTEM WIDE
Email: Corridor_Development@CSX.com